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 SysML

 Behavioral Diagrams
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 Activity Diagrams (flow-based)

 State Machine Diagrams (event-based)

 Use Case Diagrams  

 Sequence Diagrams (event-based)



 Describes the flow of control and data as
the system executes

 Transformation of inputs to outputs through
a controlled sequence of actions

 An action processes tokens placed on its
pins. Tokens on input pins are consumed,
processed by the action, and placed on
output pins for other actions to accept.





 Control Flow shows the flow of control from 
one action to the next

 Object flow is a path along which objects or 
data can pass (between pins).

 Flow final node denotes the end of a single 
control flow

 Activity final node denotes the end of all 
control flows within the activity.



 Models how parts of a block interact by
exchanging messages or how the system
interacts with the environment

 A message can represent the invocation of a
service on a system component or the
sending of a signal (synchronous vs.
asynchronous)







 Usually used to represent the behavior of a
block

 Specifies the sequence of events that an
object goes through during its lifetime in
response to events (=triggers)



 Describe the functionality of a system in
terms of how its users use that system to
achieve their goals

 They include:
◦ Set of actors

◦ Use cases

◦ Relationships

 Actor-use case

 Use case-use case

 Inclusion

 Extension

 Classification

◦ Descriptions







1) http://astah.net/tutorials/sysml/usecase Think of
a use case scenario for the system developed in
your SE project and draw the use case diagram for it.

2) Ex 2:

 Draw a SysML activity diagram “Pump Water”, which
has a streaming input parameter “w in” and an
output parameter “w out”.

 An action “pump” invokes the activity “Pump Water”
and can be enabled/disabled by the output of a
control operator. Represent this in SysML using an
appropriate diagram.

http://astah.net/tutorials/sysml/usecase


 3) Create a sequence diagram for a customer
who wants to order a product from an online
store. Don’t forget that the user should firstly
log into his account. We suppose that he
wants to pay by credit card.



 Deadline: 11.12.2016, 23:59.

 Should be sent by email: 
iulia.stanica@gmail.com

 Detailed description can be found here: 

https://mariaiulianadascalu.com/teaching/sy
stems-engineering-fall-2016/

mailto:iulia.stanica@gmail.com
https://mariaiulianadascalu.com/teaching/systems-engineering-fall-2016/

